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MOODS OF CARDIGAN BAY
Nick Jenkins

Cardigan Bay is that large sweeping curve of the west coast of Wales extending roughly from Fishguard
in the south to the tip of the Lleyn Peninsula in the north, facing out defiantly towards Ireland. The
main centres of population are the towns of Cardigan, Aberystwyth, Barmouth and Porthmadog. The
castle town of Harlech is also included, although strictly speaking, it is now some little way inland.

The 140 photographs in this book set out to capture the many moods of this coastline, sometimes
busy with holidaymakers, sometimes remote and aloof. It was along this coastline that, many years
ago,Vikings came and plundered before some of them ended up settling here. Large estuaries
combine with intimate little coves, all inextricably bound up with the sea. Award-winning photographer
Nick Jenkins has sought to portray this immense coastline in both its summer colours and in the rages
of mid-winter.

These superb images will surely tease readers into wanting to explore this fascinating stretch of
coastline for themselves.

Nick Jenkins is an award-winning landscape photographer whose love
of more remote areas takes him to the less populated corners of this
country as well as abroad. Nothing makes him more content than
when he is alone in a beautiful isolated valley or on a remote hillside,
trying to capture with a camera the sense of mood and emotion he
experiences. Although born in Wales, Nick travels well beyond its
boundaries to seek out beautiful countryside.

Nick is an Associate of both the Royal Photographic Society and the Welsh Photographic Federation.
He is also a member of the Outdoor Writers’ Guild, and his work has appeared in many magazines,
including Welsh Country, Amateur Photographer, Country Walking, Outdoor Photography and The Dalesman.
Previous books for Halsgrove include Moods of Mid Wales and Moods of Kilvert Country (with Kevin
Thomas).
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Example of a typical double page spread

Tresaith Beach

Seafront at Aberystwyth

Penbryn Beach

Clarach Bay

Toll bridge at Penmaenpool in the Mawddach Estuary


